Training Kinetics in 15 Minutes: Large-scale Distributed Training on Videos
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Abstract

Deep video recognition is more computationally expensive than image recognition, especially on large-scale datasets like Kinetics [1]. Therefore, training scalability is essential to handle a large amount of videos. In this paper, we study the factors that impact the training scalability of video networks. We recognize three bottlenecks, including data loading (data movement from disk to GPU), communication (data movement over networking), and computation FLOPs. We propose three design guidelines to improve the scalability: (1) fewer FLOPs and hardware-friendly operator to increase the computation efficiency; (2) fewer input frames to reduce the data movement and increase the data loading efficiency; (3) smaller model size to reduce the networking traffic and increase the networking efficiency. With these guidelines, we designed a new operator Temporal Shift Module (TSM) that is efficient and scalable for distributed training. TSM model can achieve 1.8× higher throughput compared to previous I3D models. We scale up the training of the TSM model to 1,536 GPUs, with a mini-batch of 12,288 video clips/98,304 images, without losing the accuracy. With such hardware-aware model design, we are able to scale up the training on Summit supercomputer and reduce the training time on Kinetics dataset from 49 hours 55 minutes to 14 minutes 13 seconds, achieving a top-1 accuracy of 74.0%, which is 1.6× and 2.9× faster than previous 3D video models with higher accuracy. The code and more details can be found here: http://tsm-hanlab.mit.edu

1 Introduction

Videos are increasing explosively in various areas, including healthcare, self-driving cars, virtual reality, etc. To handle the massive amount of videos collected everyday, we need a scalable video training system to enable fast learning. Existing works on distributed training mostly focus on image recognition [5, 21, 23, 2, 15, 22, 20]. For video recognition, the problem is more challenging but less explored: (1) the video models usually consume an order of magnitude larger computation compared to the 2D image counterpart. For example, a widely used ResNet-50 [7] model has around 4G FLOPs, while a ResNet-50 I3D [19] consumes 33G FLOPs, more than 8× larger; (2) video datasets are far more larger than 2D image datasets, and the data I/O is much higher than images. For example, ImageNet [12] has 1.28M training images, while a video dataset Kinetics-400 has 63M training frames, which is around 50× larger; (3) video models are usually larger in model size, thus it requires higher networking bandwidth to exchange the gradients.

In this paper, we study the bottlenecks of large-scale distributed training on videos, including computation, data loading (I/O), and communication. Correspondingly, we propose three practical design guidelines to solve the challenges: the model should leverage hardware-friendly operators to reduce the computation FLOPs; the model should take fewer input frames to save the file system I/O; the model should use operators with fewer parameters to save the networking bandwidth. Under such
guidelines, we propose an efficient video CNN operator: the Temporal Shift Module (TSM) that has zero FLOPs and zero parameters. It can scale up the Kinetics training to 1,536 GPUs, reaching a mini-batch size of 12,288 video clips/98,304 images. The whole training process can finish within 15 minutes and achieve a top-1 accuracy of 74.0%. Compared to previous I3D models [6, 19], our TSM model can increase the training speed by 1.6× and 2.9× on the world-leading supercomputer Summit.

2 Preliminary

We first introduce the preliminary knowledge about video recognition networks. Different from 2D image recognition, the input/activation of a video network has 5 dimensions \([N, T, C, H, W]\), where \(N\) is the batch size, \(T\) is the temporal timestamps, \(C\) is the channel number, \(H\) and \(W\) are the spatial resolution. A simple video recognition model directly applies 2D CNN to each frames [18, 9, 14]. However, such methods cannot model the temporal relationships between frames, which are necessary for video understanding [11, 19]. To perform spatial-temporal feature learning, an effective way is to inflate 2D convolutions into 3D convolutions. The resulting model is I3D [1, 16]. However, by inflating temporal dimension by \(k\), the computation and the model size is also increased by \(k\) times. Given such dilemma, we study two aspects of model design to make it more hardware efficient:

Temporal modeling unit. 3D convolution is the most widely used operator for spatial-temporal modeling. However, it suffers from two problems: (1) large computation and large parameter size, which slows down training and communication; (2) low hardware efficiency compared to 2D convolution (see Section 3 for details). 2D convolution kernels are highly optimized on various hardware and systems [4, 3], but 3D convolutions are less optimized. Give the same amount of FLOPs, 3D kernels run 1.2 to 3 times slower than 2D on cuDNN [4]. To deal with these issues, a more efficient operator is the Temporal Shift Module (TSM) [11]. As shown in Figure 1, TSM module shifts part of the channels along temporal dimension to mingle the feature between consecutive frames. In this way, we can perform temporal feature learning without incurring extra computation cost. With TSM, we can build a spatial-temporal video network using pure 2D CNN, enjoying high hardware efficiency.

Backbone topology. Existing video networks usually sample many frames as input (32 frames [19] or 64 frames [1]), and perform temporal pooling later to progressively reduce the temporal resolution (Figure 2b). Another way is to sample fewer frames (e.g. 8 frames [11]) as input...
The first model is an I3D model from [6]. The model takes 16 frames as input and inflate all the computation of the two designs are similar, the former significantly increases the data loading traffic, making the system I/O heavy, which could be quite challenging in a distributed system considering the limited disk bandwidth.

3 Design Guidelines to Video Model Architecture

To tackle the challenge in a distributed training systems, we propose three video model design guidelines: (1) To increase the computation efficiency, use operators with lower FLOPs and higher hardware efficiency; (2) To reduce data loading traffic, use a network topology with higher FLOPs/data ratio; (3) To reduce the networking traffic, use operators with fewer parameters.

We show the advantage of the above three design guidelines by experimenting on three models in Table 1. All the models use the ResNet-50 backbone to exclude the influence of spatial modeling. The model architectures are introduced as follows.

(1) The first model is an I3D model from [6]. The model takes 16 frames as input and inflate all the 3 × 3 convolutions to 3 × 3 × 3. It performs temporal dimension pooling by four times to reduce the temporal resolution. We denote the model as I3D₃x₃x₃.

(2) The second model is an I3D model from [19], taking 32 frames as input and inflating the first 1 × 1 convolution in every other ResBlock. It applies temporal dimension pooling by three times. We denote this more computation and parameter efficient design as I3D₃x₃x₃.

(3) The third model is built with TSM [11]. The TSM operator is inserted into every ResBlock. The model takes 8 frames as input and performs no temporal pooling. We denote this model as TSM.

a. Computation Efficiency. Computation efficiency is the most direct factor that influence the training time. As shown in Table 1, TSMₘᵢᵣ has 1.2× fewer FLOPs compared to I3D₃x₃x₃ and roughly the same FLOPs compared to I3D₃x₁x₁. However, the actual inference throughput also depends on the hardware utilization. We measure the inference throughput (defined as videos per second) of the three models on a single NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU using batch size 16. We also measured the hardware utilization, defined as achieved FLOPs/second over peak FLOPs/second. The inference throughput and the hardware efficiency comparison is shown in Figure 3a. We can find that the model is more hardware efficient if it has more 2D convolutions than 3D: TSM is a fully 2D CNN, therefore it has the best hardware utilization (2.0×); while the last several stage of...
Table 2. The temporal resolution of output feature map for each block. TSM is a fully 2D structure, enjoying
the best hardware efficiency. The last several stages of I3D\(3 \times 3\) have fewer temporal resolution, making it
more similar to 2D CNN, thus enjoying better hardware efficiency compared to I3D\(3 \times 1 \times 1\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>data</th>
<th>conv1</th>
<th>pool1</th>
<th>res2</th>
<th>res3</th>
<th>res4</th>
<th>res5</th>
<th>global pool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I3D(3 \times 3)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3D(3 \times 1 \times 1)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSM(8f)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I3D\(3 \times 3\) (res4, res5) have few temporal resolution (as shown in Table 2), it is more similar to 2D
convolution and thus is 1.8\(\times\) more hardware efficient than I3D\(3 \times 1 \times 1\) (1.0\(\times\)).

b. Data Loading Efficiency. Video datasets are usually very large. For a distributed system like
the Summit supercomputer, the data is usually stored in High Performance Storage System (HPSS)
shared across all the worker nodes. Such file systems usually have great sequential I/O performance
but inferior random access performance. Therefore, large data traffic could easily become the system
bottleneck. Previous popular I3D models [1, 6] takes many frames per video (16 or 32) as input
and perform down-sample over temporal dimension. We argue that such design is a waste of disk
bandwidth: a TSM\(8f\) only takes 8 frames as input while achieving better accuracy. The intuition is
that nearby frames are similar; loading too many similar frames is redundant. We empirically test
the data loading bottleneck on Summit. To exclude the communication cost from the experiments,
we perform timing on single-node training. We measure the total time of one-batch training and the
time for data loading (that is not hidden by the computation). As shown in Figure 3b for I3D\(3 \times 1 \times 1\),
it takes 32 frames as input. The data loading time cannot be hidden by the computation, therefore
data I/O becomes the bottleneck. I3D\(3 \times 3 \times 3\) that takes 16 frame as input has less problem on data
loading, while TSM\(8f\) can fully hide the data loading time with computation. We also compute
the model FLOPs divided by the input data size as a measurement of data efficiency. The value is
denoted as "Compute/I/O" as in Table 1. For scalable video recognition models, we want a model
with larger Compute/I/O ratio.

c. Networking Efficiency. In distributed training system, the communication time can be mod-
elled as:

\[
\text{communication time} = \text{latency} + \frac{\text{model size}}{\text{bandwidth}}
\]

The latency and bandwidth is determined by the network condition, which cannot be optimized
through model design. However, we can reduce the model size to reduce the communication cost.
Both I3D models inflate some of the 2D convolution kernels to 3D, which will increase the number
of parameters by \(k_T\). While TSM module does not introduce extra parameters. Therefore, it has
the same model size as the 2D counterpart. For example, I3D\(3 \times 3 \times 3\) has 1.9\(\times\) larger model size than
TSM\(8f\), which introduces almost two times of network communication during distributed training.
To test the influence of model size on scalability, we measure the scalability on a 8 node cluster.
Each computer has 4 NVIDIA TESLA P100 GPUs. We define the scalability as the actual training
speed divided by the ideal training speed (single machine training speed \(\times\) number of nodes). The
results are shown in Figure 5c. Even with the high-speed connection, the scalability of I3D\(3 \times 3 \times 3\)
quickly drops as the number of training nodes increase: the scalability is smaller than 85% when
applied to 8 nodes. While TSM\(8f\) model still has over 98% of scalability thanks to the smaller model
size thus smaller networking traffic.

4 Large-scale Distributed Training on Summit

In this section, we scale up the training of video recognition model on Summit supercomputer. With
the help of above hardware-aware model design techniques, we can scale up the training to 1536
GPUs, finishing the training of Kinetics in 15 minutes.

4.1 Setups

Summit supercomputer. Summit [17] or OLCF-4 is a supercomputer at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, which as of September 2019 is the fastest supercomputer in the world. It consists of
approximately 4,600 compute nodes, each with two IBM POWER9 processors and six NVIDIA
Volta V100 accelerators. The POWER9 processor is connected via dual NVLINK bricks, each
Figure 4. Kinetics top-1 validation accuracy vs. mini-batch size. The performance of the model does not degrade when we scale up the mini-batch size to 12k. The mean and standard deviation (the scale of the STD is hardly visible) are shown in the figure.

Table 3. Detailed statistics of different mini-batch size (* indicates simulated performance).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Node</th>
<th>#GPU</th>
<th>BatchSize</th>
<th>#Frames</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Train Time</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>74.12±0.11</td>
<td>49h 55m</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>1,072</td>
<td>74.12±0.08</td>
<td>7h 7m</td>
<td>same level of accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>1,444</td>
<td>74.18±0.14</td>
<td>3h 38m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>1,536</td>
<td>2,288</td>
<td>74.14±0.10</td>
<td>1h 50m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>3,072</td>
<td>4,576</td>
<td>74.10±0.08</td>
<td>55m 56s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>6,144</td>
<td>9,152</td>
<td>73.99±0.04</td>
<td>28m 14s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>12,288</td>
<td>18,304</td>
<td>73.99±0.07</td>
<td>14m 13s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>2304</td>
<td>18,432</td>
<td>27,456</td>
<td>72.52±0.07</td>
<td>10m 9s</td>
<td>lose accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512*</td>
<td>3072</td>
<td>24,576</td>
<td>39,608</td>
<td>69.80±0.13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024*</td>
<td>6144</td>
<td>49,152</td>
<td>78,316</td>
<td>62.22±0.17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

capable of a 25GB/s transfer rate in each direction. Nodes contain 512 GB of DDR4 memory for use by the POWER9 processors and 96 GB of High Bandwidth Memory (HBM2) for use by the accelerators.

We used PyTorch and Horovod [13] for distributed training. The framework uses ring-allreduce algorithm to perform synchronized SGD. The training is accelerated by CUDA and cuDNN. We used NVIDIA Collective Communication Library (NCCL) [2] for most of the communication.

Dataset. In our experiments, we used Kinetics-400 dataset [10]. The dataset contains 400 human action classes, with at least 400 videos per classes. It contains human-object interactions such as playing instruments, as well as human-human interactions such as shaking hands and hugging. It is widely used to benchmark the performance of video recognition models.

The dataset has roughly 240k training videos and 20k validation videos, each lasts around 10 seconds. Such large scale raises a critical challenge for model training and data storage.

Training/Testing Setting. We follow the commonly used distributed training and testing setting in [19]. For training, we train the network for 100 epochs. We denote the number of total GPUs used for training as $k$, and the batch size per GPU is denoted as $n$. The total batch size is $kn$. In our experiments, we trained a TSM network with 8-frame input and used a fixed $n = 8$. The initial learning rate is set to 0.00125 for every 8 samples, and we apply linear scaling rule [5] to scale up the learning rate with larger batch size. The total learning rate is $\eta = 0.00125k$. We used cosine learning rate decay with 5 epochs of warm-up [5]. We used weight decay 1e-4 and no dropout for training. We applied no weight decay on BatchNorm and bias following [18].

For testing, we follow [19] to sample 10 clips per video and calculate the average prediction. The video is spatially resized with a shorter size 256 and fed into network. For the reported results, we calculate the average and standard deviation from the checkpoint of last 5 epochs to reduce the influence of randomness.

---

4.2 Experiments

Baseline. For the baseline, we trained a ResNet-50 TSM\textsubscript{8f} model on a single Summit node with 6 GPUs, each GPU contains 16 video clips, resulting in a total batch size of $kn = 96$. We evaluate the performance of last 5 checkpoints, it achieves a top-1 accuracy of 74.12 ± 0.11%.

Performance vs. Batch Size. We first compare the training error vs. the batch size. As shown in [5], the accuracy will not degrade when the batch size is relatively small. Therefore, our experiments start from 8 computing nodes (48 GPUs, 384 video clips, 3072 frames) to 1024 computing nodes (6144 GPUs, 49152 video clips, 393216 frames). Note that each sample in a video recognition model is a video clip consisting of several frames/images (in our case, 8). Therefore, the actual number of images used in one batch could be much larger than ImageNet training (e.g., 98k vs. 8k [5]).

We first plot the error vs. batch size trade-off in Figure 4. The error does not increase when we scale the number of computing nodes up to 256 (1536 GPU), where the batch size is 12288, the total frame number is 98304. The detailed statistics are shown in Table 3. The scalability of TSM model is very close to the ideal case. Note that due to quota limitation, the largest physical nodes we used is 384 with 2304 GPUs. For 512 and 1024 nodes, we used gradient accumulation to simulate the training process (denoted by *).

We also provide the training and testing convergence curves using 768, 1536 and 3072 GPUs in Figure 5. For 768 GPUs and 1536 GPUs, although the convergence of large-batch distributed training is slower than single-machine training baseline, the final converged accuracy is similar, so that the model does not lose accuracy. For 3072 GPUs, the accuracy degrades for both training and testing.

Scalability. We test the scalability of distributed training on Summit. According to the results from last section, we can keep the accuracy all the way to 256 computing nodes. Therefore, we sweep the number of computing nodes from 1 to 256 to measure the scalability. We keep a batch size of 8 for each GPU and each node has 6 GPUs. So the batch sizes change from 48 to 18,432. Each video clips contains 8 frames in our model, resulting a total number of frames from 384 to 147,456. We measure the training speed (videos/second) to get the actual speed-up. We calculate the ideal...
training speed using the single node training speed multiplied by number of nodes. The comparison of different models is provided in Figure 6. The actual training speed is just marginally below the ideal scaling, achieving > 80% scaling efficiency. We also provide the detailed overall training time in Table 3. With 1536 GPUs, we can finish the Kinetics training with TSM within 14 minutes and 13 seconds, achieving a top-1 accuracy of 74.0%. The overall training speed of TSM is 1.6× larger than I3D and 2.9× larger than I3D, showing the advantage of hardware-aware model design.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we analyze how the design of video recognition models will affect the distributed training scalability. We propose three design guidelines to increase computation efficiency, data loading efficiency, and networking efficiency. With these guidelines, we designed a special TSM model and scale up the training on Summit supercomputer to 1536 GPUs, achieving 74.0% top-1 accuracy on Kinetics dataset within 14 minutes and 13 seconds.
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